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Score

Games

    Its summer vacation for Harry and Jenny. They are planning a variety 

of indoor and outdoor games and sports. Indoor games are played in 

an enclosed area whereas outdoor games 

are played on a lawn or !eld. Harry's favorite 

game is soccer and Jenny's favorite game is 

baseball. They love playing badminton and

snooker in the indoors. They also enjoy 

cycling and skating in the mornings. Playing a 

sport or game keeps you !t, mentally and physically.

Answer the following.

1)  What do they prefer doing in the mornings?

2)  What is Jenny's favorite game?

4)  Playing a sport or game keeps you !t only mentally. True/ False?

5)  What is an outdoor game? Mention two games.

3)  Write the indoor games mentioned in the passage above?

Reading Comprehension
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    Its summer vacation for Harry and Jenny. They are planning a variety 

of indoor and outdoor games and sports. Indoor games are played in 

an enclosed area whereas outdoor games 

are played on a lawn or !eld. Harry's favorite 

game is soccer and Jenny's favorite game is 

baseball. They love playing badminton and

snooker in the indoors. They also enjoy 

cycling and skating in the mornings. Playing a 

sport or game keeps you !t, mentally and physically.

Answer the following.

1)  What do they prefer doing in the mornings?

They enjoy cycling and skating in the mornings.

2)  What is Jenny's favorite game?

Jenny's favorite game is baseball.

4)  Playing a sport or game keeps you !t only mentally. True/ False?

False

5)  What is an outdoor game? Mention two games.

Games played in a lawn or !eld are called outdoor games. 

Eg. Soccer, cricket.

3)  Write the indoor games mentioned in the passage above?

The two indoor games mentioned here are badminton and 

snookers.

Reading Comprehension


